BEYOND DSO
AR Analytics Playbook
6 Metrics Every Financial Executive Should Be Tracking
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TERMINOLOGY
First things first: Before digging into your playbook, we recommend familiarizing yourself with some of the
common terminology. Business jargon often varies in usage, so this is our way of making sure we’re all on
the same page.

Financial
Executives
Financial executives are responsible
for managing an organization’s
income, expenses and overall cash
flow, and can include titles such as
Controller, CFO, Vice President of
Finance and more.

Analytics
The ultimate performanceenhancer for AR
departments. Analytics, also
referred to as metrics, is a
broad term that describes
the collection and use of
data to aid decision-making.

CRM
Customer relationship
management (CRM) refers to
the approach companies use
to manage interactions with
current and future customers;
often implemented by Sales
teams to track sales activity.

KPIs
DSO
Days sales outstanding, or
DSO, is a calculation used by
organizations to estimate the
average length of time it takes
customers to pay their invoices
(i.e., the collection period).

Key performance indicators
(KPIs) are customized
measurements used to track
how effective a particular
business process is at achieving
its objectives.
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PURPOSE OF THIS
PLAYBOOK
This playbook was created for Financial Executives looking to separate their company from the competition.
The kind of business leader who values innovation and is determined to elevate one of their most vital business
processes to the next level — accounts receivable (AR).

Ready for the Challenge?
Like any competitive landscape, business is a game of strategy. Gaining an edge.
Unlocking potential. Today, few things offer a greater value than analytics.
But where Sales and Marketing teams figured this out years ago, AR
departments have been slower to the trend. Despite being well
into the 21st century, most Financial Executives have little to no
oversight over their billing and collections.

Time to
Step U
p

Why AR Analytics Matter
Using analytics within AR not only improves transparency,
it’s flat-out good for business, with benefits such as:
§ Faster customer payments
§ Reduced administrative costs
§ Enhanced collection efficiencies
§ Strengthened customer relations
§ Improved customer retention
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GOING BEYOND DSO
If collecting money is the game, DSO can be considered the score. However, while it’s true that most AR
departments have some sort of process in place to track DSO, limiting your visibility to some version of “how
ARthe surface
AR of all the valuable metrics that could potentially be mined.
fast did I get paid” only scratches

AR vs. Other Departments
CE
STRICS
METRIM

Much like a good football coach analyzes a myriad of stats beyond just the final score, most department heads within an
organization do the same thing in order to maximize all available resources. Consider some of the metrics commonly measured
by Sales and Marketing departments versus the one (or two) used in AR:
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CE
STRICS
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CE
STRICS
METRIM

METRICS

§ Number of prospects
§ Number of new customers
§ Number retained customers
§ Close rate
§ Renewal rate
§ Number of sales calls made
§ Number of calls per opportunity
§ Amount of new revenue
§ Number of open opportunities
§ Sales stage duration
§ Sales cycle duration
§ Number of proposals given

§ Number of campaigns
§ Number of campaign responses
§ Number of campaign purchases
§ Revenue generated by campaign
§ New customers acquired by campaign
§ Number of customer referrals
§ Number of web page views
§ Times per website visit
§ Customer lifetime value
§ Cross-sell ratio
§ Up-sell ratio
§ Email list growth rate

§ DSO
§ Amount written off

SALES

MARKETING

METRICS

METRICS
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INTRODUCTION TO
ANALYTICS
With AR having such a pivotal impact on company cash flow and customer satisfaction, it’s easy to see why
ignoring the potential of AR analytics is a losing game. To help kick-start your introduction to analytics, this
playbook outlines the six essential metrics (beyond DSO) that should be part of every AR game plan.
It’s important to keep in mind that these are not
overly complex metrics. Rather, they are simple
concepts that, when automatically measured
by an AR software solution, can be invaluable
to a Financial Executive’s ability to evaluate the
effectiveness of their process.

Bring It On!

“THe big 6” beyond dso
1. response time
2. Invoice Received
3. Automated Reminders
4. Collection Calls
5. Root-Cause Analysis
6. Collections Goal
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ReSPONSE TIME
Ever wonder how fast your AR team responds to customer inquiries? Surely, your
team is coached to respond in a timely manner, but do you really know how many
requests are coming in, and if they’re being addressed with urgency?

With a best-in-class AR solution on your side, you don’t have to wonder. Measuring response time not only holds individual
team members accountable for lackluster performances, it ensures customer service isn’t slipping through the cracks.

Inside the Numbers
Critical metrics such as Response Time can be
automatically populated in a monthly KPI report that
informs you of your team’s progress and highlights
areas that may need extra attention. The KPIs are
measured on a 1-100% scale, offering a simple yet
strategic way to gauge performance.
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INVOICE
RECEIVED

One of the most commonly cited reasons for late payments is due to customers claiming they never
received the invoice. Often you only hear about this when it’s well past-due and you’re making a collection
call. Sound familiar?
By using technology to automatically track when customers retrieve an invoice, you’re able to confidently know well before
the due date if an invoice was received. Not only can you see when a specific invoice was opened, customized alerts and
workflows can be set up to follow up with those that were unopened within (X) days. This ensures all invoices are received
weeks before a collection call would occur.

It’s Catching On
Almost 90% of companies that use analytics in some fashion
believe it will revolutionize business operations, much like
the Internet did in the 1990s3.
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Big Success with Big Data: Executive Summary. (April, 2014). Accenture.
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AUTOMATED
REMINDERS

In AR, wasted time is wasted money, and if your team is still manually sending payment reminders or
account statements — you’re wasting both. Worse yet, if you’re not sending any type of reminders out, it’s
a safe bet that complaints about how slowly you’re getting paid is a common occurrence.
Automated reminders allow you to completely customize this process based on your chosen branding and workflow rules.
This allows your team to spend time on more important matters while your customers still receive that key touch point. Score!

Simple Yet Powerful
You can have the best system in the world for
these reminders, but if your team is not collecting
the contact info from customers, the value cannot
be achieved. In this instance, “New Invoices with
Email Addresses” is a very simple metric, but one
with very powerful results when staff is held
accountable.
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COLLECTION
CALLS

Every AR team has some general guidelines of when
customers should be contacted, but few actually
track it. How many calls did your collectors actually
make? How many calls should have been made?
What percentage of those calls were made on
time? All valid questions that, fortunately, can be
easily answered with AR analytics.
The bottom line is, collection calls are an invaluable
aspect of turning money owed to your company into
money in the bank. Setting up customized
rules to measure the data associated
with follow-up calls ensures every
team member is held accountable.

The Ad
vantage
of
Automa
tion

4
Revenue Cycle Management:
Increasing Control over the Order-toCash Process. (Q1, 2013). PayStream
Advisors. PDF file.
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root-cause
analysis

How many times has your company had to chase down a customer for payment, but failed to examine
how the payment became late in the first place? AR analytics helps you eliminate this guessing game.
While it’s true that you can’t do something about every customer issue, you can uncover problems that do have a resolution
(e.g., missing or invalid PO number, invoice sent to the wrong person, billing error, etc.). Tracking this helps quantify the issue
and justifies any resources needed to fix the underlying root cause.

You’re in Control
Each time an invoice reaches a past payment
limit (e.g., 60 days), an AR clerk is prompted to
select from a handful of root causes created
by your company based on the customer base.
What takes a team member mere seconds to
complete provides Financial Executives with
data that goes a long, long way.

13%

Customer Dispute

14%

Cannot Contact
Customer

6%

24%

Invalid PO #

Unpaid Invoices:

91 Invoices

Customer Does
Not Have Money

28%

No Reason Entered

15%

Work Not Complete
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COLLECTIONS
GOAL

DSO measures the amount of days until payment is received, but why not take that idea further to measure
an actual dollar amount your company expects to receive each month? After all, it’s human nature to be
more motivated by a money-based goal (collect $1 million) versus one based on a timeframe (reduce DSO
by 0.4 days). A collections goal metric does just that, giving you a better idea of the cash flow needed to
sustain your business by defining goals in terms of dollars.

Bringing Out the Best in Your Team
Tracking a collections goal allows AR staff members to work towards a daily dollar amount, which can even include incentives
for exceeding goals. It’s also helpful for managing priorities — if collections are low one week, they will know they need to pick
up the pace in order to get the averages back on track.
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CONCLUSION
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
WINS!
The competition isn’t getting any weaker. For today’s businesses, resources are limited, lean practices
are a must and the margin for error is slim. The good news is, if you’re reading this playbook, you’re already
one step ahead of the competition.
Analytics, despite their many advantages, remain a largely untapped resource within AR. But with a wellthought-out game plan and the right solution provider behind you, transforming AR into a strategic and
value-driven operation can be easily achieved — and in the process, make you a Financial Executive at the
top of your game. Good luck!

Extra Point
To learn more about the benefits of AR analytics, and other AR automation
capabilities, download the white paper: Winning the Billing & Collections
Battle: How to Empower Your Company & Customers with AR Automation.
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ABOUT TERMSYNC
TermSync is an Esker company that connects over 350,000 businesses through an intuitive,
cloud-based platform. Operating in tandem with existing workflows and systems, TermSync
helps organizations of any size improve customer relations, reduce administrative costs
and get paid faster — it’s our commitment to bring AR into the 21st century!
TermSync is headquartered in Madison, Wisconsin. For more information about our
services, visit www.termsync.com.

About Esker
Esker, TermSync’s parent company, is a worldwide leader in cloud-based
document process automation software. Founded in 1985, Esker
operates in North America, Latin American, Europe and Asia Pacific
with global headquarters in Lyon, France, and U.S. headquarters in
Madison, Wisconsin. For more information, visit www.esker.com.
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